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Inhabit Education Books is a Nunavut-based educational publishing 
company with a mandate to provide educators and parents with educational 
resources that are infused with authentic Northern perspectives, ways of 
life, and imagery.

For more information about Inhabit Education Books, visit 
inhabiteducationbooks.com. For foreign rights inquiries, please contact 
Hannah Gifford at hannah.gifford@inhabiteducation.com or Erin Dunlop at 
erin.dunlop@inhabiteducation.com.
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Talloqut: A Story from West Greenland
Arnaaleq wants to be just like her anaana, but she 
has a lot to learn before taking on the traditional 
responsibilities of a woman. Follow Arnaaleq as she 
grows up and works hard to master the skills to earn her 
own talloqut. Learn about West Greenlandic traditions 
in this story by tattoo artist Paninnguaq Lind Jensen.

Written by Paninnguaq Lind Jensen 
Illustrated by Michelle Simpson 
9 x 8 | 52 pages | Ages 7–9

Pivik Learns from Takaanaluk
Pivik is the laziest little sister! She is always complaining 
about helping Anaana and stealing the best food for 
herself. Fed up, her big sister, Ukaleq, seizes the chance 
to teach Pivik a lesson. Ukaleq tells Pivik the story of 
how Takannaaluk became the Mother of Sea Mammals. 
Ukaleq warns Pivik not to anger Takannaaluk by being 
greedy, or their community will starve. Pivik is so scared 
she can’t sleep! Will Ukaleq’s lesson finally teach Pivik to 
put others before herself?

Written by Paninnguaq Lind Jensen 
Illustrated by Hannah Barrett 
10 x 10 | 44 pages | Ages 7-9
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Berry Picking at Four Mile Bay
When Nekaloakyok was a young girl, she loved going 
berry picking with her Granny Nalvana. Based on the 
memories of the author, this book tells the story of a 
family trip picking akpiit and other berries at Four Mile 
Bay, near Kugluktuk, Nunavut. Join Nekaloakyok as she 
reflects on childhood memories and special moments 
spent with family.

Written by Barbara Adjun  
Illustrated by Kagan Mcleod 
10 x 9 | 50 pages | Ages 7-9

Harry Okpik, Determined Musher
Meet a real-life Inuk hero! This book introduces the 
biography genre while teaching children about the life 
of Harry Okpik and the history of dogsledding.

Written by Harry Okpik  
and Maren Vsetula 
Illustrated by Ali Hinch 
7 x 9 | 52 pages | Ages 7–9

Maakusie Loves Music
Join Maakusie as he practises katajjaniq (throat singing) 
and learns ajaja songs, drumming, and more! Explore 
everything from traditional instruments to dances to 
the origin of the brass bands in the Arctic today. Grab 
your instruments or sing along. This journey through 
the history of music in the Arctic is sure to get your toes 
tapping!

Written by Chelsey June  
and Jaaji of Twin Flames  
Illustrated by Tamara Campeau 
8 x 9 | 36 pages | Ages 7-9



Dinosaurs of the Arctic
Learn about dinosaurs that lived in the North! This 
book gives interesting facts about the different types 
of dinosaurs and other ancient animals that lived in the 
Arctic long ago.

Written by Dana Hopkins 
Illustrated by Aaron Edzerza 
9 x 7 | 28 pages | Ages 6-8

Ancient Arctic Mammals
Learn about some of the mammals that roamed the 
Arctic long ago! From seals that walked on land to giant 
bears, this book features different mammals that once 
lived in the Arctic.

Written by Dana Hopkins 
Illustrated by Aaron Edzerza 
9 x 7 | 36 pages | Ages 7-9

Surprising Mammals of the Ancient Arctic
What kinds of animals used to live in the Arctic? You 
might not think of camels, elephants, and lions as 
Arctic animals, but the ancestors of these animals once 
roamed the North long ago. As a follow-up to Ancient 
Arctic Mammals, this book features mammals you 
wouldn’t expect to find in the Arctic. Learn all about 
these surprising ancient Arctic mammals!

Written by Dana Hopkins 
Illustrated by Aaron Edzerza 
9 x 7 | 36 pages | Ages 7-9



Where Did the Walruses Go?
Naullaq loves spending time outdoors at his family’s 
summer camp in Peterhead Inlet. One day during a 
walk on the shoreline, his ataata shares an exciting 
discovery with him: a walrus skull! But Naullaq never 
sees walruses there. Where did they go? Naullaq’s 
ataata tells Naullaq a traditional story about why all the 
walruses disappeared from Peterhead Inlet.

Written by Tooma Laisa  
Illustrated by Udayana Lugo 
10 x 9 | 44 pages | Ages 3–5

Nuliajuk
Discover the amazing story of how an ordinary girl 
became the mother of sea mammals. This book shares 
the Inuit traditional story of Nuliajuk, the legendary 
Mother of Sea Mammals. Children will learn how 
Nuliajuk ensures that nature is respected, and how 
important this is even today.

Based on a story from Nâlungiaq 
as recorded by Knud Rasmussen 
Illustrated by Lenny Lishchenko 
9 x 9 | 28 pages | Ages: 7–9

Inukpak and His Son
Discover this gigantic Northern tale. This book 
introduces children to an Inuit traditional story. Learn 
how the great giant Inukpak adopted a human hunter  
as his son.

Retold by Neil Christopher  
Illustrated by Germaine Arnattaujuq 
9 x 9 | 36 pages | Ages: 6–8

TRADITIONAL STORIES



The Story of the Lemming and the Owl
An owl swoops down to eat a lemming for a snack. But 
the lemming is smart and has a plan to trick the boastful 
owl. How will the lemming escape to his den? Find out 
in this well-known Inuit traditional story that has been 
simplified for young readers to enjoy.

Adapted by Jaypeetee Arnakak  
Illustrated by Yong Ling Kang 
8 x 9 | 24 pages | Ages 3-5

The Story of the Loon and the Raven
Raven and Loon are best friends. They love to sew 
clothes for each other. But when Raven won’t hold still 
to be measured for a new coat Loon is making, Loon gets 
mad. What happens when these two friends disagree?

Adapted by Jaypeetee Arnakak 
Illustrated by Erin Hunting  
8.5 x 8.5 | 24 pages | Ages: 3–6 

unikkaaliuqtuq • adapted by 
jaypeetee arnakak

titiraujaqtuq • illustrated by 
yong ling kang



QINUISAARNIQ COLLECTION

Qinuisaarniq (“resiliency”) is a program created to educate readers about 
the history and impacts of residential schools, policies of assimilation, and 
other colonial acts that have affected the Canadian Arctic.

Making a Whole Person:  
Traditional Inuit Education
“Before schools were introduced to the Inuit, we were 
taught by our relatives.”
In this picture book, Monica Ittusardjuat shares how 
she learned knowledge and skills in a time before being 
taken to residential school. She describes how children 
learned through playing games, imitating grown-ups, 
and observing adults around them.
Written by Monica Ittusardjuat | Illustrated by Yong Ling Kang 
9” x 8” | 26 pages | Ages: 7–9

On the Side of the Angels
“Then one day a ‘flyable’ took me away from our world 
through the sky to a dark and desolate place.”
Jose Kusugak had a typical Arctic childhood, growing 
up playing games, enjoying food caught by hunters, and 
watching his mother preparing skins. But he was one of 
the first generation of Inuit children who were taken 
from their homes and communities and sent to live in 
residential schools. In this moving and candid memoir, 
Jose tells of his experiences at residential school and 
the lifelong effects it had on him.
Written by Jose Amaujaq Kusugak | Illustrated by Hwei Lim 
6” x 9” | 56 pages | Ages: 12–15



Reflections from Them Days:  
A Residential School Memoir from Nunatsiavut
When Nellie Winters was 11 years old, she was sent to 
attend the Nain Boarding School, a residential school 
400 kilometres from her home. In this memoir, she 
recalls life before residential school, her experiences at 
the school, and what it was like to come home.
Accompanied by the author’s original illustrations, 
this moving, often funny memoir sheds light on the 
experiences of Inuit residential school survivors in 
Labrador.
As told by Nellie Winters | Transcribed and edited by  
Erica Oberndorfer | Illustrated by Nellie Winters 
7” x 9” | 26 pages | Ages: 11–14



NON-FICTION PICTURE BOOKS ABOUT ANIMALS

All About Arctic Foxes 
8 x 8 | 24 pages | Ages 6-8

All About Belugas 
8 x 8 | 24 pages | Ages 6-8

All about Birds 
8 x 8 | 24 pages | Ages 5-7

All About  
Greenland Sharks
8 x 8 | 24 pages | Ages 6-8

All About Grizzly 
Bears 
8 x 8 | 24 pages | Ages 6-8

All About Orcas 
8 x 8 | 24 pages | Ages 6-8

All About Polar Bears 
8 x 8 | 16 pages | Ages 5-7

All About Ravens 
8 x 8 | 20 pages | Ages 6-8

All About Wolverines 
8 x 8 | 24 pages | Ages 6-8

Ancient Arctic 
Mammals 
7 x 9 | 36 pages | Ages 7-9

Animals That Live  
in Arctic Waters 
8 x 8 | 12 pages | Ages 3-6

Arctic Animal Food 
Chains 
7 x 9 | 32 pages | Ages 7-9

Arctic Bugs 
8 x 8 | 8 pages | Ages 3-6

Big Animals in  
the Arctic 
7 x 7 | 12 pages | Ages 3-6

Birds That Live  
in the North 
8 x 6 | 12 pages | Ages 3-6

How Animals  
Survive in the Cold 
6 x 8 | 32 pages | Ages 6-8

Insects of the Arctic:  
Bugs That Love the Cold 
7” x 9” | 32 pages | Ages 5-8

Insects of the Arctic:  
What Is an Insect? 
7” x 9” | 32 pages | Ages 5-7

Little Animals in the Arctic
7 x 7 | 12 pages | Ages 3-6

Polar Animals 
9 x 6 | 24 pages | Ages 5-7

What Arctic Animals Eat
8 x 6 | 8 pages | Ages 5-7



SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING

Being a Friend
How can you be a good friend? This book teaches simple 
words about friendship and features fun Arctic animal 
characters.
Illustrated by a Sandland  
8 x 8 | 20 pages | Ages 5-7

How I Am Feeling
What are some things that you feel? This book teaches 
simple words that describe emotions and features fun 
Arctic animal characters.
Illustrated by Amanda Sandland  
8 x 8 | 8 pages | Ages 5-7

Taqu and the Special Carving
Taqu and Vivi are having the best time playing at Vivi’s 
house. When Taqu notices a special polar bear carving 
that belongs to Vivi’s dad, she becomes very curious 
about it. See how Taqu learns about the importance of 
facing consequences.
Written by Jessie Hale | Illustrated by Amanda Sandland  
8 x 9 | 32 pages | Ages 5-7



Umi Says Sorry
It is a beautiful day, but Aqi’s friends didn’t invite her to 
play hockey! Aqi is sad when she sees her friends playing 
without her. Learn about the importance of apologizing 
to your friends in this heartwarming story.
Written by Jessie Hale | Illustrated by Amanda Sandland  
8 x 9 | 30 pages | Ages 5-7

Being a Good Friend
What does it mean to be a good friend? Uka is excited 
for his biking trip with Sissi. When Sissi accidentally 
forgets their plans, Uka is upset. See how Uka learns 
about forgiveness and other qualities that make  
a good friend.
Written by Neil Christopher | Illustrated by Amanda Sandland 
8 x 9 | 38 pages | Ages 6-8

Showing You Care
Tuka likes to help his friends, but he does not always like 
hugs. Natti loves hugs! Tuka wants to let Natti know how 
her hugs make him feel, but he doesn’t want to hurt her 
feelings. Will Tuka be able to help Natti find other ways 
to show she cares?
Written by Aviaq Johnston | Illustrated by Amiel Sandland 
8” x 9” | 32 pages | Ages: 6–8



Taqu Learns to Listen
Taqu is curious to learn new things, but sometimes she 
asks too many questions. When she finds Aqi looking sad, 
Taqu tries to find out what’s wrong. See how Aqi teaches 
Taqu how to listen and be a good friend.
Illustrated by Amanda Sandland  
9 x 9 | 24 pages | Ages 6-8

Tuka’s Hurt Feelings
Sissi and Tuka are good friends, but lately Tuka has 
noticed some changes in Sissi. She isn’t being very nice, 
and sometimes she hurts Tuka’s feelings. How can Tuka 
find a way to let Sissi know how her behaviour is making 
him feel?
Written by Nadia Mike | Illustrated by Amiel Sandland 
8 x 9 | 36 pages | Ages 6-8

Why Is She Mad at Me?
Tiu-tiu and Taqu love art class! But when Taqu gives 
Tiu-tiu feedback on her art project, Tiu-tiu seems upset. 
How can Taqu give feedback in a way that doesn’t hurt 
her friends?
Written by Aviaq Johnston | Illustrated by Amiel Sandland 
8 x 9 | 36 pages | Ages 6-8



Sometimes I Feel Angry  
9 x 9 | 24 pages | Ages 6-8

Sometimes I Feel Bored  
9 x 9 | 24 pages | Ages 6-8

Sometimes I Feel Frustrated  
9 x 9 | 24 pages | Ages 6-8

Sometimes I Feel Jealous 
9 x 9 | 24 pages | Ages 6-8

Sometimes I Feel Left Out 
9 x 9 | 24 pages | Ages 6-8

Sometimes I Feel Lonely  
9 x 9 | 24 pages | Ages 6-8

Sometimes I Feel Nervous 
9 x 9 | 24 pages | Ages 6-8

Sometimes I Feel Sad 
9 x 9 | 24 pages | Ages 6-8

Sometimes I Feel Scared 
9 x 9 | 24 pages | Ages 6-8

Sometimes I Feel Worried 
8 x 9 | 32 pages | Ages 6-8



NANUQ AND NUKA

Peekaboo! Nanuq and Nuka Look for Colours
Can you help Nanuq and Nuka look for colours? In this 
interactive book, Nanuq and Nuka explore the world 
around them and look for different colours. Children 
can open the flap and find the hidden colours with 
Nanuq and Nuka!
Written by Rachel Rupke | Illustrated by Ali Hinch 
8 x 8 | 18 pages | Ages 0-3

Peekaboo! Nanuq and Nuka Look for Shapes
Can you help Nanuq and Nuka look for shapes? In this 
interactive book, Nanuq and Nuka explore the world 
around them and look for different shapes. Children can 
open the flaps and find the hidden shapes with Nanuq 
and Nuka!
Written by Rachel Rupke | Illustrated by Ali Hinch 
8 x 8 | 18 pages | Ages 0-3

Cleaning Up the Campsite
Nanuq and Nuka are having lots of fun camping…until 
they discover that someone has been littering near their 
campsite! Nanuq really does not like litter. Follow along 
as he and Nuka pick up garbage to help take care of the 
land.
Written and illustrated by Ali Hinch 
8 x 8 | 32 pages | Ages 3-5



Get Up!
It’s time for Nanuq and Nuka to start their day! Before 
they go out and play, they must wake up their bodies by 
stretching and moving around. Can you move your body 
with Nanuq and Nuka?
Written and illustrated by Ali Hinch 
8 x 8 | 32 pages | Ages 3-5

Teamwork! 
Nanuq, Nuka, and Umingmak are playing street hockey. 
How fun! Nanuq keeps taking shots at the net. He doesn’t 
want anyone else to have a turn! See how Nanuq learns 
about teamwork and that it’s more fun when everyone 
gets to play.
Written and illustrated by Ali Hinch  
8 x 8 | 28 pages | Ages 3-5

Try Again, Nuka!
Nanuq and Nuka have found a giant ice patch while 
out for a walk. Look out—it’s slippery! Watch Nanuq 
encourage his little brother, Nuka, to try again so they 
can have fun sliding together.
Written and illustrated by Ali Hinch  
8 x 8 | 28 pages | Ages 3-5



What Are These? Kamiik!
Nanuq and Nuka are on a walk when they find some 
strange objects. What could they be? The two polar 
bear brothers take turns guessing what the objects are. 
Do you know what they are?
Written and illustrated by Ali Hinch  
8 x 8 | 28 pages | Ages 3-5 

Nanuq Learns to Share
Nanuq is ready for a big meal! But his little brother, 
Nuka, is hungry, too. Follow these fun polar bear 
characters as they learn the importance of sharing and 
helping out family.
Written and illustrated by Ali Hinch  
8 x 8 | 20 pages | Ages 5-7

Nanuq and Nuka: A Collection of Three Stories
Spend some quality time with Nanuq and Nuka in this 
collection of stories! Join the two polar bear brothers 
as they play at the swimming pool with friends, go 
fishing, and practise their high kicks together. They 
learn about safety, the importance of patience, and 
not to make assumptions about others based on their 
appearances. What will Nanuq and Nuka do next?
Written and illustrated by Ali Hinch  
8 x 8 | 100 pages | Ages 3-7



MIA AND THE MONSTERS

Making Sounds with Mia and the Monsters 
Let’s make sounds! In this interactive book, children can 
play along with Mia and her monster friends, making the 
sounds each character demonstrates in the book.
Written by Neil Christopher | Illustrated by Sigmundur Thorgeirsson 
8 x 8 | 16 pages | Ages 0-3

Move Your Body with Mia and the Monsters 
Let’s move our bodies! In this interactive book, children 
can play along with Mia and her monster friends, trying 
out the movements shown in the book.
Written by Neil Christopher | Illustrated by Sigmundur Thorgeirsson 
8 x 8 | 24 pages | Ages 0-3

Mia and the Monsters Search for Shapes
Mia and the monsters are looking for shapes! Can you 
help them? In this interactive board book, children 
can join Mia and her monster friends as they look for 
different shapes on the tundra.
Written by Neil Christopher | Illustrated by Sigmundur Thorgeirsson 
8.5 x 8.5 | 16 pages | Ages 3-5

Mia and the Monsters Search for Colours
Mia and the Monsters are looking for colours! Can you 
help them? In this interactive board book, children 
can join Mia and her monster friends as they look for 
different colours on the tundra.
Written by Neil Christopher | Illustrated by Sigmundur Thorgeirsson 
8.5 x 8.5 | 16 pages | Ages 3-5



Mia and the Monsters:  
The Monsters Learn to Share
Mia is hoping to spend time with her monster friends, 
but they are being difficult and don’t want to share! 
Follow along with Mia as she tries to bring her monster 
friends together to teach them about the importance of 
sharing.
Written by Neil Christopher | Illustrated by Sigmundur Thorgeirsson 
9 x 10 | 46 pages | Ages 3-5

Mia and the Monsters: The Monsters Help Out
Mia knows how important it is to keep the land clean. As 
Mia picks up garbage around her tent, she comes across 
her monster friends. They are all doing something to 
help their community. Learn about the different ways 
the monsters are helping out, and why Mia is proud of 
each of her friends.
Written by Neil Christopher | Illustrated by Sigmundur Thorgeirsson 
10 x 9 | 44 pages | Ages 3-5 

Mia and the Monsters: Looking for Friends
Where are my friends? Follow Mia as she searches for 
her monster friends. What could they be doing?
Written by Neil Christopher | Illustrated by Emma Pedersen 
8 x 6 | 12 pages | Ages 5-7

Mia and the Monsters: Staying Warm in the Winter
What do Mia and her monster friends wear to stay 
warm? Watch as Mia and the monsters get ready to play 
outside in the snow.
Written by Neil Christopher | Illustrated by Sigmundur Thorgeirsson 
8.5 x 8.5 | 16 pages | Ages 3-6
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